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“Blue Sky Fantasy” Bracelet
As seen in the Rings & Things 2007-08 wholesale catalog

Created by: Amy Scalise

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock # Name
28 43-132-AS Tiny cast bead caps with dots, antiqued silver
2 49-944-08 Cast butterfly charms, antiqued pewter
3 44-C471P Cast Bali-style flower charms, antiqued pewter
5 37-145-5 6mm round jump rings, antiqued pewter
44 37-423-1 3” standard head pins, white
10 49-954-04-AS 4mm cast Bali-style flower spacers, antiqued silver
28 05-301-04-905 4mm Swarovski® Crystal Jams™, “Under the Boardwalk”
20 05-301-04-18 4mm Swarovski crystal bicones, sapphire
2 05-301-06-10 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones, aquamarine
2 05-301-06-141 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones, pacific opal
2 05-301-06-152 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones, crystal/metallic blue 2x
8 41-253-3 2.5mm smooth crimp beads, silver plated
1 52-000-07-9 7” black steel bracelet cable with magnetic clasp
2-3ft 46-702-14 22-gauge ColourCraft® wire, silver

Tools: Round-nose pliers, flush cutters

To make this design:

1. Attach one jump ring to each charm and set aside.

2. Take 10 head pins and add one 4mm sapphire bicone, one flower spacer, and one 4mm sapphire bicone to each one.   Use the rest
of the head pin to make a loop. The loop should be approximately 2mm in diameter to slide over the smaller end of the bracelet
cable. After all 10 dangles are complete, set aside.

3. You will need 28 head pins, 28 4mm crystals from the Crystal Jams assortment, and 28 tiny bead caps. On each head pin, place
one crystal, then the bead cap.  Cut off about 4mm from each head pin.  Fold the remaining length of the head pin at a right angle
and make a loop.  Repeat this with all 28 head pins.

4. Repeat step 3 for all the 6mm crystals.  Substitute one 2.5mm smooth crimp for the small cast bead caps and only cut off
approximately 2mm of the head pin.

5. Decide how you want to place your crystal dangles and charms on the bracelet cable (lay them out, but don’t put them on yet).

6. Cut a 2’ to 3’ piece of ColourCraft wire. Begin making a coil using the smallest part of the round-nose pliers,.  You only need to
make a couple loops before you slide it onto the bracelet cable. Slip it over the smallest end of the bracelet and push it all the way
to the other end.

7. Next add a crystal dangle or two, then coil a little more of the coil to keep what you started in place. You can either keep the coil
continuous or you can cut it here and there and tighten the ends firmly in place, whatever works best for you.  Keep placing the
crystal dangles and charms, separating them with coiled wire until you are done.


